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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a deep learning model based on deep multi-view representation learning, to address the video object segmentation task. The proposed model
emphasizes the importance of the inherent correlation between video frames and incorporates a multi-view representation learning based on deep canonically correlated
autoencoders. The multi-view representation learning in our model provides an efficient mechanism for capturing inherent correlations by jointly extracting useful
features and learning better representation into a joint feature space, i.e., shared representation. To increase the training data and the learning capacity, we train the
proposed model with pairs of video frames, i.e., Fa and Fb. During the segmentation phase, the deep canonically correlated autoencoders model encodes useful features by
processing multiple reference frames together, which is used to detect the frequently reappearing. Our model enhances the state-of-the-art deep learning-based methods
that mainly focus on learning discriminative foreground representations over appearance and motion. Experimental results over two large benchmarks demonstrate the
ability of the proposed method to outperform competitive approaches and to reach good performances, in terms of semantic segmentation.

General context

Video object segmentation

Extract spatio-temporal regions that correspond to objects moving in the video
sequence

1 Graph-based approaches
2 Deep learning-based approaches

Motivations and goals
Motivations

Existing models mainly focus on the intra-frame discrimination of
primary objects in motion or appearance.
They ignore the valuable global-occurrence consistency across multiple
video frames.
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) fail to explore the rich relations, i.e.,
the high correlation between different video frames, hence do not attain
a global perspective.

Goals
Propose a video semantic segmentation model using deep multi-view
representation learning to model video semantic segmentation task from
a global view
Capture the rich inherent correlations between all frames
Improve the segmentation task

Proposed methodology

Multi-view deep representation learning
Learn a better representation from pairs of frames, i.e, multimodal frames of a
video by encoding their useful features in order to capture the inherent
correlation between them

Multi-view representation learning
Extract useful (relevant) features from multiple input modalities, i.e. pairs of
video frames denoted by Fa and Fb, which may be reconstructed.

The AE model
Encoder: EncAE

Bottleneck layer: z = EncAE(Fi)
Decoder: DecAE(EncAE(Fi)) ≈ Fi

Training (MSE):
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Multi-view representation learning
Deep Canonical Correlation analysis (DCCA)

Find direction vectors vj, wj, j ∈ {1, ..., K} that maximize the correlation
between the projections vT
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Multi-view representation learning
Deep Canonically Correlated Autoencoders (DCCAE)

Optimize the combination of correlation between the learned latent
representations (bottleneck layer) and the reconstruction errors of the AEs.
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Semantic segmentation
Fully Connected Network (FCN)

Each layer consists of three-dimensional data of size H ×W × C, where W

and H are spatial dimensions, and C is the channel dimension.
The FCN compute outputs yij as follows:

yij = fks({xsi+ σsi,sj} 0 < σi, σj < k) (1)

Experimental results
Data description

UAVid dataset: consists of 30 video sequences. It is composed of 300
images and each of size 3840× 2160 or 4096× 2160. There are 8 classes
that have been selected for semantic segmentation.
DAVIS16 dataset: which consists of 50 videos in total. We select 30
videos for training and 20 for testing.

Evaluation on UAV dataset
IoU scores for different deep learning models

Evaluation on DAVIS16 dataset
Results on the test set

Region similarity J = |M∩G|
|M∪G|

Boundary accuracy F = 2PcRc

Pc+Rc

time stability T


